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DISCLAIMER
This presentation, including any printed or electronic copy of these slides, the talks given by the presenters, the information communicated during any delivery of the presentation and any question and answer session and
any document or material distributed at or in connection with the presentation (together, the "Presentation"), has been prepared by Eurasia Mining plc (the "Company"). The information in the Presentation is not
intended to form the basis of any contract. By attending (whether in person or by telephone) or reading the Presentation, you agree to the conditions set out below. The Presentation is not a prospectus and does not
constitute or form part of any offer or invitation to sell or issue, or any solicitation of any offer to purchase or subscribe for, any shares or other securities of the Company, nor shall it (or any part of it), or the fact of its
distribution, form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with or act as any inducement to enter into, any contract whatsoever relating to any securities. This Presentation is produced for information only and not in
connection with any specific or proposed offer of securities of the Company. Any securities offered for sale have not been and will not be registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”)
and may only be offered or sold pursuant to an exemption from, or a transaction not subject to, the registration requirements of the Securities Act and applicable US state securities laws. There will be no public offering of
securities in the United States.
The Presentation is provided for general information only and does not purport to contain all the information that may be required to evaluate the Company. The information in the Presentation is provided as at the date
of the Presentation (unless stated otherwise) and is subject to updating, completion, revision and further verification. No reliance may be placed for any purpose whatsoever on the information or opinions contained or
expressed in the Presentation or on the accuracy, completeness or fairness of such information and opinions. To the extent permitted by law or regulation, no undertaking, representation or warranty or other assurance,
express or implied, is made or given by or on behalf of the Company, or any of its parent or subsidiary undertakings or the subsidiary undertakings of any such parent undertakings or any of their respective directors,
officers, partners, employees, agents, affiliates, representatives or advisors, or any other person, as to the accuracy, completeness or fairness of the information or opinions contained in the Presentation. Save in the case
of fraud, no responsibility or liability is accepted by any such person for any errors, omissions or inaccuracies in such information or opinions or for any loss, cost or damage suffered or incurred, however arising, directly or
indirectly, from any use of, as a result of the reliance on, or otherwise in connection with, the Presentation. In addition, no duty of care or otherwise is owed by any such person to recipients of the Presentation or any other
person in relation to the Presentation. Recipients of this Presentation should be aware that the operations of the Company and its subsidiaries are subject to a number of risks and uncertainties that could cause the price of
the Company's securities to decline such that investors lose all or part of their investment.
Certain industry and market data contained in this Presentation has come from third party sources. Third party industry publications, studies and surveys generally state that the data contained therein have been obtained
from sources believed to be reliable, but that there is no guarantee of the accuracy or completeness of such data. While the Company believes that each of these publications, studies and surveys has been prepared by a
reputable source, the Company has not independently verified the data contained therein. In addition, certain of the industry and market data contained in this Presentation comes from the Company's own internal
research and estimates based on the knowledge and experience of the Company's management in the market in which the Company operates. While the Company believes that such research and estimates are reasonable
and reliable, they, and their underlying methodology and assumptions, have not been verified by any independent source for accuracy or completeness and are subject to change without notice.
The information in this presentation may include forward looking statements, which are based on current expectations and projections about future events. These forward-looking statements reflect the Directors beliefs
and expectations and are subject to risks, uncertainties and assumptions about the Company including amongst other things the development of its business, trends in its operating industry, returns on investment and
future capital expenditure and acquisitions, that could cause actual results and performance to differ materially from any expected future results or performance expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements.
None of the future projections, expectations, estimates or prospects in this document should be taken as forecasts or promises nor should they be taken as implying any indication assurance or guarantee that the
assumption on which such future projections, expectations, estimates or prospects have been prepared are correct or exhaustive or, in such case of the assumptions, fully stated in this document. As a result, you are
cautioned not to place reliance on such forward-looking statements as a prediction of actual results or otherwise. The information and opinions contained in this documents are provided as at the date of this document and
are subject to change without notice. No one undertakes to update publicly or revise any such forward looking statements.
This presentation should also be read in the light of the Company’s annual report and accounts for the year ended 31 December 2020 and the Company’s interim report for the six-months ended 30 June 2021. No statement
in this document is or is intended to be a profit forecast or profit estimate or to imply that the earnings of the Company for the current or future financial years will necessarily match or exceed the historical or published
earnings of the Company.
This Presentation makes reference to certain non-IFRS financial measures. These measures are not recognized measures under IFRS, do not have a standardized meaning prescribed by IFRS and may not be comparable to
similar measures presented by other companies. Rather, these measures are provided as additional information to complement IFRS financial measures by providing further understanding of the Company’s results of
operations from management’s perspective. The Company’s definitions of non-IFRS measures may not be the same as the definitions for such measures used by other companies in their reporting. Non-IFRS measures have
limitations as analytical tools and should not be considered in isolation nor as a substitute for analysis of the Company’s financial information reported under IFRS. The Company uses non-IFRS financial measures, including
‘‘All-in Sustaining Cost’’ (“AISC”), to provide investors with supplemental measures of its operating performance and to eliminate items that have less bearing on operating performance or operating conditions and thus
highlight trends in its core business that may not otherwise be apparent when relying solely on IFRS financial measures. The Company believes that securities analysts, investors and other interested parties frequently use
non-IFRS financial measures in the evaluation of issuers. The Company’s management also uses non-IFRS financial measures in order to facilitate operating performance comparisons from period to period. Certain totals,
subtotals and percentages may not reconcile due to rounding.
The Presentation is confidential and should not be distributed, published or reproduced (in whole or in part) or disclosed by its recipients to any other person for any purpose, other than with the consent of the Company.
By accepting receipt of, attending any delivery of, or electronically accessing, the Presentation, you agree to be bound by the above limitations and conditions and, in particular, you represent, warrant and undertake to the
Company that: (i) you will not forward the Presentation to any other person, or reproduce or publish this document, in whole or in part, for any purpose and (ii) you have read and agree to comply with the contents of this
notice.
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MARKET – EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

HYDROGEN IN NUMBERS: DISRUPTIONS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Source: UBS estimates, China Hydrogen Alliance, H2Stations.org, European Union
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HYDROGEN VALUE CHAIN AT A GLANCE
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HYDROGEN – A NEW DAWN
In the early 2000s hydrogen stocks peaked following hype around the sector, and the same has been seen at the
start of this year; however, political motivations and the readiness of the sector are different this time
Hydrogen stocks have jumped similarly to the hype in the early 2000s…
Hydrogen stocks then…(index 1995–2006)

…market conditions are better this
time around for hydrogen deployment

…and now (from Feb-19)
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…and whilst caution should be exercised as challenges remain…
Challenge
Production

Storage

Government support is stronger

Potential solution

0.20
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✔

Technology is better prepared

• Electrolysis is expensive and has a poor
conversion ratio of 1.3:1 for renewable energy
to hydrogen

• Falling cost of renewable energy
• Convert hydrogen and CO2 into liquid fuel

• PEM electrolyser technology becoming cost
competitive with ALK by 2025

• Lower energy density creates a sizeable cost
even for liquified hydrogen

• Utilisation of industrial hubs where
hydrogen is already based on fossil fuels

• Scale as the main driver with doubling of average size of
electrolysers since 2015 from c.40MW to above 85MW
• Nikola motor’s contract with NEL about 85MW of green
electrolyser implies a LCOH3 of $2.7/kg which is already
in line with 2030 forecasts and demonstrates the rapid
technological process

• Convert hydrogen to methane

Distribution

• Cost for transporting hydrogen are 1.5-5x
higher than for natural gas

• Retrofit existing natural gas pipelines which
would involve changing the regulations

Safety

• Misperceptions around safety and hydrogen
even though hydrogen is already used in vast
quantities commercially and successfully

• Ensuring that storage and transmission
protocols are followed
• Educating the population about hydrogen

Source: UBS Research
Notes:
1 Stocks include Ballard Power and Plug Power
2 Stocks include Ballard Power, Plug Power, ITM Power, Ceres Power and Nikola
3 Levelised cost of hydrogen (LCOH)

• Decline in renewables costs will drive green hydrogen
costs lower since it is the main driver of cost reduction
• Greater availability of cheap renewable power
differentiates this phase of the development from 2000
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CURRENT STATUS

CURRENT STATUS – OVERVIEW
1

Agreement signed with H4Energy in relation to establishing a Joint Venture for Kola and Sakhalin hydrogen / ammonia projects

2

Support on the Federal level secured from the Deputy Prime Minister of Russia / Presidential Envoy

3

Pre-investment FS reports prepared

4

Financial models prepared (incl. full set of financials)

5

Sensitivity analysis to key assumptions (price, volume, investment requirement etc.)

6
7
8
9
10
11

Land plots identified

Physical land verification visits completed on Sakhalin

Final agreement signed with State Far East and Arctic Development Corporation (ERDC)

Energy supply agreements have been already drafted and negotiated

Several off-take agreements being discussed including own use of hydrogen for mining equipment on Kola operations

Project finance plan developed further to ongoing discussions with Asian investors
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BOTH PROJECTS ENJOY BENEFITS OF TERRITORIES OF ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT (TAD)

5 yrs

5 yrs

2021–20261
(1st 5 yrs from TAD date)

0% Property tax
7.6% Social taxes
0% Land tax in case the land plot is owned (3–5 yrs)
0% Income tax (2024–2026)

2026–2031
(next 5 yrs)

Tax incentives

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

1.1% Property tax
7.6% Social taxes
0% Income tax (2026–2029)
12% Income tax (2029–2034)

Other benefits

• Subsidised interest rates on bank loans (limited to CBR “key rate” – currently 8.5%2 per annum)
• Reduced tariffs for utilities (gas, electricity, water)
• Tax audits holidays (the period tbc)

Notes:
1.

Timeline is given to illustrate the application of the tax benefits over time

2.

As of December 2021
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GREEN HYDROGEN PROJECT ON KOLA
Highlights

H2 shipment to Japan via Arctic

• Murmansk region has zero CO2 emission power generation represented by
Hydro, Nuclear and Wind generation
• Electricity supply is secured for as low as 0.02$/kwh from Hydro generation due

Norwegian
Sea

Murmansk
Sweden

to low hydro power plants utilisation rate on the Kola Peninsula at 43.7% (i.e.

Finland

56.3% spare capacity) out of 1.8 GW
• Seaport operational all year round with only 2 day travel time to Amsterdam

Norway
Russia

• Abundance of fresh water
• Availability of cheap and highly educated manpower in the region

Denmark
Amsterdam

• Proximity to Eurasia Mining assets, so Eurasia decided to diversify into H2
production: firstly for its own use to further reduce the costs and the
environmental footprint and secondly for export via year round Murmansk port
that allows to ship hydrogen to both West and East

Germany

Poland

Belarus

Enel project in Murmansk region

• JV partner (team of ex Shell hydrogen professionals) has been selected and
legally binding agreement signed
Fertiberia
plant

Distribution
network

Emissionfree
fertilisers

O2 production
~5,800 tO2/yr

Substation (30kV)
Dedicated underground powerline

H20
~3,200 l/h

Electrolyser (20 MW)

Green H2
production
~720 tH2/yr

Ammonia

H2 Buffer
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KOLA LAND AND INFRA OPTIONS PROCURED BY ERDC STATE CORPORATION UNDER THE
AGREEMENT SIGNED
Selection criteria
1

In or close to the Murmansk Seaport

2

Close to main power transmission lines

3

Close to railway (POI-M003 has no railway access in vicinity)

4

Existing road infrastructure

5

Plots shown are 300 hectares

6

POI-M01 & POI-M02 - AMMONIA should be kept away from towns and cities

7

POI-M03 & POI-M04 - Only suitable for HYDROGEN production due to proximity with
occupied areas

8

Reasonably close to populous for local workforce access

9

Flat or gently sloping land

10

POI-M01 & POI-M02 should be >4km from large populous and significantly occupied
town

11

POI-M03 & POI-M04 should be >2km from large populous and significantly occupied
town

12

No existing farmland

Location of POIs
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MURMANSK TRANSPORT HUB AND SEAPORT
Major infrastructure hub is a ‘Gateway to the Arctic’ – year-round ice-free port and world’s largest arctic circle
population
Overview

Murmansk hub especially important as ice recedes

Integration of several key projects to spur development of the region including:

• Shtokman gas condensate field – Gas pipelines and exploration projects of
international oil and gas majors in the Arctic

• Murmansk Transport Hub – Sea transport of a diversity of products
• Cooperation with Scandinavian countries
• Mining projects and new refinery projects
• New LAVNA port is being commissioned to handle 100m tons of products per

year. Initially planned as a coal port, now fully redesigned from coal into more
sustainable products including hydrogen and ammonia

Norilsk transport Route – Taimir peninsula (Dudinka) to Murmansk
Source: nornickel.com
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FAR EAST LAND PROCURED BY ERDC STATE CORPORATION
The main area of interest has been identified. Allocation has been made for the production facilities along with a
power corridor route to the production facilities and the main wind farm area, both for the early production and for
the long-term project expansion phases
Boundary Location

Latitude

Longitude

LR01

46°47'44.73"N

142°06'29.70"E

LR02

46°47'43.34"N

142°03'16.21"E

LR03

46°47'18.55"N

142°00'33.02"E

LR04

46°36'48.32"N

142°00'56.63"E

LR05

46°31'52.05"N

141°56'51.20"E

LR06

46°26'9.84"N

141°57'20.60"E

LR07

46°22'16.26"N

141°52'12.85"E

LR08

46°05'1.95"N

141°55'53.02"E

LR09

46°03'25.29"N

141°54'58.42"E

LR10

46°02'46.77"N

141°55'58.90"E

LR11

46°01'34.62"N

141°55'46.54"E

LR12

45°57'47.71"N

142°00'22.92"E

LR13

45°58'21.91"N

142°04'25.70"E

LR14

46°03'44.64"N

142°05'51.01"E

LR15

46°18'56.97"N

142°06'14.60"E

LR16

46°27'19.33"N

142°10'7.55"E

LR17

46°26'38.12"N

142°20'37.83"E

LR18

46°31'10.87"N

142°22'42.84"E

LR19

46°33'20.07"N

142°08'19.51"E

LR20

46°41'20.53"N

142°06'39.32"E
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FAR EAST PORT OPTIONS PROCURED BY ERDC
There are two main ports nearby to the area of interest: access provided by State Far East and Arctic Development
Corporation (ERDC)

Port of NEVELSK
Source: Google Maps (satellite images), Aug 2021

Port of KORSAKOV
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DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY AND SEQUENCING

DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY AND SEQUENCING
Industry standard stage gate process for project governance described in the Pre-Investment Feasibility Study (FS).
Each of the gates will be accompanied by a suitable risk appraised cost estimate within the accuracy range defined
by corporate guidelines and in accordance with industry standard AACE Practice 18R-97
Development is ahead of schedule:
• Final agreements signed / being signed in place of HOA
• Land plots selected, land and port procured by ERDC under the signed agreement
• Pre-investment FS completed, several off-takes being discussed, project finance strategy developed
• The project will take a faster-track approach, as it does not have the complication of power generation to
consider, and as such we are overlapping some of our stage gates to reduce timeline
• The detailed aspects we will undertake technical evaluation upon are within the stage gate deliverables and
activities list
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TOYO ENGINEERING AMONNIA RECENT TRACK RECORD
Owner

Location

Capacity (MT/D)

Service

Project Period

P.T. Pupuk Kujang

Indonesia

1,000

E, P, C

2001 - 2006

National Petrochemical Company

Iran

2,050

E, P, SC

2001 - 2007

National Petrochemical Company

Iran

2,050

E, P, SC

2004 - 2010

Indonesia

2,700

E, P, SC

2011 - 2015

Saudi Arabia

1,300
(modernization)

E, P, C

2011 - 2015

Nigeria

2,300

E, P

2012 - 2017

Petrobas

Brazil

1,500

E, P

2014 - 2015

Chambal Fertilisers and Chemicals Ltd.

India

2,200

E, P, C

2016 - 2019

Hindustan Urvarak and Rasayan Ltd.

India

2,200

E, P, C

2018 - 2021

Nigeria

2,300

E, P

2018 - 2021

P.T. Pupuk Kalimantan Timur
Jubail Fertilizer Company (ALBAYRONI)
Indorama Eleme Fertilizer and Chemicals
Limited

Indorama Eleme Fertilizer and Chemicals
Limited
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TOYO ENGINEERING PORT AND OTHER INFRASTUCTURE RECENT TRACK RECORD
No.

Contract Year

Owner

Location

Type of Plant

Capacity

Service

22

2014

GSPC LNG Ltd.

India

Receiving Terminal

2 x 160,000 m3 (LNG) * 1

E.P.C.

21

2014

Petronet LNG Ltd.

India

Receiving Terminal

2 x 148,000 m3 (LNG) * 1

E.P.C.

20

2011

Eastern Star Gas Ltd.

Australia

Shipping Terminal

177,000 m3 (LNG)

E.

19

2010

Confidential

South East Asia

Receiving Terminal

2 x 150,000 m3 (LNG)

E.

18

2007

Shell Eastern Petroleum Pte.
Ltd.

Singapore

Receiving Terminal

18,000 m3 (Ref. Ethylene)

E.PS.CM.

17

2005

Petronet LNG Ltd.

India

Receiving Terminal

148,000 m3 (LNG)

E.P.C.

16

2003

Shakhalin Energy Investment
Co. Ltd.

Russia

Shipping Terminal

2 x 100,000 m3 (LNG)
2 x 100,000 m3 (Crude Oil)

E.P.C.

15

2003

Petronas as Plant Owner

Malaysia

Storage Terminal

7,300 m3 (Ref. C2)

E.

14

2000

Sakai LNG Corp.

Japan

Receiving Terminal

3 x 140,000 m3 (LNG)

E.

13

2000

Petronet LNG Ltd.

India

Receiving Terminal

2 x 148,000 m3 (LNG)

E.P.C.

12

1999

Japan Liquefied Petroleum
Gas Storage Ltd.

Japan

Storage Terminal

3 x 86,000 m3 (Ref. C3)
2 x 84,0003 (Ref C4)

E.PS.SC.
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TOYO ENGINEERING RUSSA AND CIS RECENT TRACK RECORD (OUT OF 46 IN TOTAL)
No.

Award Year

Owner

Location

Type of Plant

Capacity

Contract Scope of Service

46

2019

OOO Irkutsk Polymer plant

Ust-Kut, Irkutsk region

Ethylene Plant
Polyethylene Plant

650,000 T/Y
650,000 T/Y

E.P. & Comm. Assitance
Construction Management

45

2018

Amurski Gas Chemical
Complex (SiBUR)

Svobodny, Amursk region

Polyethylene
(LLDPE/HDPE)

500,000 T/Y x2

Extended Basic Design

44

2014

LLC Stavrolen (Lukoil)

Stavropol region

Polyethylene
(LLDPE/HDPE)

115,000 T/Y

E, Partial P

Gas separation facilities
Ethylene production
facilities Polypropylene
production facilities

5,000m m3/Y
400,000 T/Y
80,000 T/Y

E.P.

43

2014

State Concern Turkmengaz

Turkmenbashi,
Trukmenistan

42

2012

OAO TAIF-NK

Nizhnekamsk

Heavy Residue Conversion
Complex - Veba Combi
Cracker (VCC)

80,000 BPSD

E.P.

41

2012

OAO "Rosneft"

Nakhodka

Ethylene Plant
Polyethylene Plant

1,400,000 T/Y

FEED

40

2011

OAO
"Nizhnekamskneftekhim"

Nizhnekamsk

General Purpose
Plystyrene (GPPS)

50,000 T/Y

E.P.

39

2011

"Azerenerji" JSC

Stuburbs of Baku,
Azerbaijan

Combined Cycle Power
Plant

400 MW

E.P.

38

2011

OAO "KuilbyshevAzot"

Togliatti

KA-OIL

140,000 T/Y

E.

37

2009

OAO
"Salavatnefteorgsintez"

Salavat

Urea Granulation

1,400 MTPD

E.P.
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DOMESTIC HYDROGEN MARKET FOR KOLA MINING INDUSTRY

GLOBAL HUB ON KOLA

Kola Peninsula

•

City of Murmansk (‘Gateway to the arctic’) has a year-round ice-free port
and is the world’s largest Arctic Circle city

•
•
•

Borders with Finland and Norway
Developed mining infrastructure, power, rail and sea transport
New LAVNA port is being commissioned to handle 100m tons of products
per year. Initially planned as a coal port, now fully redesigned from coal into
more sustainable products including hydrogen and ammonia

•

Economy built on mining and oil and gas exploration and production

•
•

Eastern margin of the Archean Baltic Shield

•

Major resources of PGM, copper, nickel and cobalt

Numerous ultramafic igneous bodies some of which contain layered
intrusions analogous to the Bushveld complex
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SIGNIFICANT KOLA DEPOSITS
% of total Russian production
100

100

(%)

100

10

7

Iron ore

Copper

Nickel

Nepheline

Baddeleyite

Apatite
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•

220 out of 440 21st Century micro-elements
were discovered in Kola

•

60 large deposits being worked on – of
national and international significance

•

Specialised in processing ferrous and nonferrous ores

•

World’s largest concentration of nuclear
power stations

22

KOLA – MINING INDUSTRY
Overview
• Systematic exploration up to Periostroika
• Private exploration with a boom 2005-2008
• C.40 known layered mafic/ultramafic intrusions with high grade
reef type mineralisation akin to Bushveld Complex / Stillwater
Complex

• Borders with European countries for mineral processing and

4

exchange of scientific knowledge
1 Norilsk Nickel – Kolskaya GMK - Mining of sulphide copper-

nickel ore and production of nonferrous metals at the
Severonickel plant in Monchegorsk
2 Phosagro AG, Acron Group - Apatite-nepheline ore mining

1
2
3
5

and processing

3 Eurochem, Kovdorskiy GOK - Production of iron-ore, apatite

and baddeleyite concentrates
4 Severstal, Olkon - Mining of banded iron formation,

production of iron-ore concentrate and ferrite strontium
powders

5 Rusal - Production of aluminium from imported alumina
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POWER SUPPLY
A broad power infrastructure network already exists on Kola with 1.8GW hydro capacity 56% underutilised (. )
Norway
Barents Sea

Murmansk

Monchegorsk
Monchetundra
Finland

Monchegorsk group
of Sub stations

White Sea

Legend

Hydro stations

Thermal coal stations

Nuclear station

Power lines (330kv)

Power lines (150kv)

Power lines (110kv)

Substations
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WATER SUPPLY
Ample surface water available throughout the year
View of available water sources

Characteristics

Water source and taking method

Supply system

Storage

•

Large amount of surface streams exist in the valleys

•
•

Stream will not cut off throughout the year

•

Potable water supply system

•
•

Raw water system

•

Water tanks

Stream can be delivered through effective diversion and taking method to the treatement device

Processing water system
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TRANSPORT & LOGISTICS
Kola is well connected to national and international infrastructure networks

No
rw
ay

Overview
Barents Sea
Polyarni

Shongui

Transportation of heavy machinery is easy

•

Murmansk Seaport cargo capacity: Total:
23.6Mtpa; liquid cargo: 2.8Mtpa; dry
cargo: 19.1Mtpa; container cargo:
138.9kTEUpa

Severomorsk
Murmansk
Kola

Olenegorsk

Monchetundra
Finland

•

Lovozero
Kirovsk

Kovdor

Apatiti
Kandalaksha

Republic of Karelia
0
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White Sea

40 KM

Railway

Asphalt roads

Aerodromes

Airports

Monchegorsk

Monchetundra

–

No size/depth limitations for ships

–

53,200m2 open warehouse space

–

187,840m2 sheltered
warehouse space

–

Luquid reservoirs – 76.1kt

•

Labour is supplied from 4 mining towns:
Monchegorsk, Apatity (80km), Kirovsk
(80km), Olenegorsk (35km)

•

The nearest airport is Murmansk numerous daily flights to Moscow and
Saint Petersburg

Ports
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MP/HP HYDROGEN
Overview
• At this stage it is most likely to sell the domestic hydrogen as MH/HP gaseous in 40’ containers (See Section 3.6.1 of ME1PFS-00-H4E-S-PM-SOW-0000-0001-E)
• Export of the remainder of hydrogen will be done either via liquefied hydrogen containers (See Section 3.6.2 of ME1-PFS00-H4E-S-PM-SOW-0000-0001-E) or as liquid ammonia (See Section 3.8 of ME1-PFS-00-H4E-S-PM-SOW-0000-0001-E)
• For liquid ammonia we are analysing the volume requirements to each location and selecting the size and type of
transport; this is likely to be in either 40’ containers or as storage bullets
Hydrogen Storage for filling stations

Source: nproxx.com
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EXPORT: EUROPE AND ASIA

EXPORT OF HYDROGEN VIA LIQUEFIED HYDROGEN CONTAINERS

Key Technical Data
Frame Size

40ft Container

Design

UN Portable Tank

Design Pressure

12 bar(g)

LH2 Capacity

3,000kg (5%ullage)

Option

LIN Shield
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LIQUID VS MP/HP HYDROGEN MODES OF TRANSPORT
Method

CGH2 Trailer

LH2 Trailer

LH2 Container

Facts

•
•
•
•

Transport at 200MPa & above
Capacity: c.900kg
Time to fill: 4 hours
Time to off-load: 45 minutes
(tube trailer swap!)

•
•
•
•

Transport at-253 degrees
Capacity: c.4,000kg
Time to fill: 4 hours
Time off-load: c.1 hour

•
•
•
•

Transport at -253 degrees
Capacity: c.3,000kg
Time to fill: 3 hours
Time to off-load: c.0.5hours
(container swap!)

Pros

Cons

û Comparatively low capacity (high
delivery frequency)
û Comparatively large on-site
footprint
ü Economical transport for short to
û Residual gas in trailer (=waste)
medium distances
the higher the pressure in the
supply chain, the higher the
amount/tonnage of CGH2 in
circulation

ü Economical transport for medium
to long distances
û Comparatively high energy
ü Comparatively small footprint
demand (c. 10kWh/Kg for
liquefaction)
û Some liquid needs to remain in
the distribution equipment to
ü Economical transport for medium keep it cryogenic cold during
return to the LH2 source!
to long distances
ð
usable volume less or equal to
ü By remaining at customer site, 1x
90%
LH2 transfer can be avoided
ð less boil-off
ü Overseas transport possible
ü Longer holding times possible
(LIN shield)
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LIQUID HYDROGEN / LIQUID AMMONIA EXPORT: THE DESIGN IS EVOLVING
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